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Rural Health Access Narratives 

Date of recording: m/d/year 

Interviewee’s Name or Pseudonym:  John Smith 

Location of interview: Interviewee’s home, Laurinburg, NC 

Name of interviewer:  Dundee Lackey 

File name of recording: dcl000_johnsmith  (Note that the filename should be your 

UNCPmailid_intervieweename.)   

Duration (hh:mm:ss): 1:31:22 

Interviewer’s Notes:  (Record here anything you need to highlight for later listeners. Examples 

might include: Interviewee wants to exclude story about grandfather’s doctors, from 00:15:01 

to 00:18:02. Interview paused at 26:02 when there was an interruption. Slight background 

noise from passing truck at 29:55.) 

Keywords:  (If you were going to put  parts of this interview in folders, what would you name 

them? List those keywords here.) veteran, unemployed, uninsured, specialists, recreation, drug 

use, alcohol abuse, business closures, employment retraining 

Summary:  (Your goal here is to tell the story of the interview, briefly and in your own words.) 

Interview with John Smith, who moved to Laurinburg, NC with his girlfriend in August 2009. 

John is a US Navy veteran who has worked primarily as a carpenter since his release from the 

service. He has been unemployed since their move here, and does not have health insurance. 

John relies primarily on public clinics for health care and on physician samples for prescription 

medications. He often must do without required medicines. When he must receive health 

services at cost (as in the case of x-rays that were recently needed), he must pay these off over 

time. Because of this, he often goes without getting needed tests or treatments. John’s biggest 

concerns for health in his community are a lack of medical specialists; that high unemployment 

rates may lead to many people doing without medications and preventative tests, doctor’s 

visits, and treatments; and drug and alcohol use/abuse. In terms of the wellness of the 

community, he is concerned that the possible closing of St. Andrew’s University will lead to less 

jobs (i.e. restaurants and such may close due to lack of students and their families spending). 
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He is also very concerned about job development and recreational opportunities for area 

residents (but particularly for youth). (…and so on, until the end.) 

 

Timeline:   (Your goal here is to provide a general overview of what is discussed,  so anyone 

listening to this interview can jump ahead to the information they need to hear directly from 

the interviewer.) 

0:00 Background information about John and his family. There are three in the 

family—John; his wife, a teacher, aged 40; and a daughter, aged 7. The 

daughter is a special-needs child. She has epilepsy, and developmental 

delays. They live in Scotland County.  

05:00 John discusses his time in the service, and related medical issues (breathing 

problems resulting from gassing)  

10:03 Lack of insurance. Why the Navy doesn’t cover medical issues arising from 

his time in service. 

15:05 Recent health concerns—broken leg from carpentry accident leads to two 

hospitalizations for collapsed lung. Medical bills resulting from that (unpaid). 

Residual problems, medical and financial. 

 …and so on, until the end. 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 


